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HISTORIC BUILDINGS ACT

(Lngen om byggnadsminnen)

1 •

issued at the Reyal Palace of Steckholm on December 9, 1960.

(Vi Gustaf Adolf •.•..•..... som foljer.)

Introductory regulations

§ 1

A building that preserves the individuality of the architecture

of past times or the memory of an historically important event and that,
considering this fact, is to be regarded as particularly remarkable,
may by the Director General of the Central Office and of the Museum of

1·,,-
National Antiquities~proclaimeda Historic Building.

What is decreed inthis act is not applicable to a building be

longing to the Crown or constituting an ancient monument. For eccleias

tical buildings is to be applicable what is stated in another regu

lation.

On protective regulations

; 2

In connection whit.. making a bUilding a Historic Building shall
be stated by means of protective regulations, in what parts the buil

ding is not to be changed,and in what respects and in what way the
owner of the building has attend to the maintenance of the building.

When necessary the prescriptions may also contain the statement that
the area surrounding the building is to be kept in such a state that

the appearance and character of the building is not mutilated.

As far as possible protective regulations shall be made in

concord wh_~!,the owner of the building and owner of the adjoining
area. No more protective regulations are to be imposed on the owner

than are strictly necessary for the preservation of the cultural and

historical value of the building. The application of the building and
reasonable wishes of the owner are to be considered.
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2.

§ 3

If an alteration in a Historic Building, contrary to issued re

gulations, is found necessary for the bUilding to be useful or such a
change is otherwise required for special reasons, the Director General

of the Central Office and ot the Museum of National Antiquities may

give permission to it.

§ 4

If the owner of a Historic Building neglects the maintenance

imposed on him according to issued protective regulations, Local

Authorities, at the request of the Director General of the Central

Office and of the Museum of National Antiquities may command him to

take necessary measures within a certain reasonable time. However,

such measures must not be imposed on him as are unreasonably oppressive,

considering the application of the building and other circumstances.

If the prescription is not carried out, Local-Authorities may have the

measures adopted at the cost of the owner.

If protective regulations cause such a restriction in the right

of using the building or area, that the owner is able to dispose of it
only in a manner in obvious disproportien to its previous value, he is

entitled to compensation from the Crown for the damage he suffers. The

same applies to holder of such a right of usage or any other particular

right to the property as was conceded before the regulations were issued.

(

Compensation, which is mentioned in the first part of this para

graph, may, if found appropriate, be paid by a certain annual sum of

\

money with right for the proprietor or the Crown to obtain review under

different conditions.

On procedure

§ 6

An application for having a building made a Historic Building

shall contain information on the property where the building is situated

~n~ on the owner of the property as well as a description of the building.
In the ap~lication should also be stated what circumstances are adduced
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for the propriety of making the building a Historic Building.
If an application has been made by anyone else than the owner,

or the matter has been brought up, without an application, by the Direc
tor General of the Central Office and of the Museum of National An
tiquities, the owner is to be given the opportun~'(0f expressing his

opinion.

~ 7

When the question of making a building a Historic Building has
been brought up, the Director General of the Central Office and of the
Museum of National Antiquities may, while waiting for the final probation

of the matter for a certain time, although not more than six months,
issue a prohibition of the adoption of measures, by which the cultural
and historical value of the building might be diminished or destroyed.
If particular reasons exist, the ti~e of validity of the prohibition

may be extended, but with no more than six months at a tiwe.
If the prohibition stated in the first part of this paragraph

causes such restriction in the right of using the building or the

!
adjoining area that considerable disadvantage is brought to the owner
or any other of rights in regard to the property, he is entitled to

compensation from the Cro~~ for the damage he suffers.
Compensation according to this paragraph may if reasonable be

deducted from the indemnification which may be paid later according to

the fifth paragraph.

§ 8

Before the Director General of the Central Office and of the
Museum of National Antiquities in a matter concerning a Historic
Building makes such a decicion as may bring a right to compensation to
the owner nr anyone else, ha has to ascertain that means intended for

this purpose are available.

§ 9

When the question of making a bUilding a Historic Building has
arisen, the Director General of the Central Office and of the Museum
of National Antiquities stating the protective regulations intended for
issue, has to order the person wishing to claim compensation to do so

at the office of the Director General of the Central Office and of the

Museum of National Antiquities within a certain time, no less than two
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months, with pain of otherwise losing his case.

What has been agreed concerning indemnification or clearly assumed

to be applicable between the Crown and the proprietor is to be valid

also for a person who has acquired the proprietor's right to the proper

ty after the right of compensation was issued.

f 10
"

If an agreement on compensation is not made and the person wishing

to claim it has not lost his case, as stated in the first part of pa

ragraph nine, he has to make a claim against the Crown in the court of

Expropriation within a year of the time when the decision became legal,

on which the claim is based, with pain of his otherwise losing the right

of compensation. .

When the question ha~~~\~aking a building a Historic Building,

the Crown has to make a claim in the court of Expropriation against the

proprietor about defining the conditions that are to be valid concerning

compensation. If a decision containing what is premised in the Court of

Expropriation does not come into existence within a year of the case's

being decided by a legally valid verdict, the verdict is no more to be

cogent for the parties.

§ 11

If the compensation due to the owner of the property according

to paragraph five is to be paid at once and if, by the action causing

the right of compensation, the property has undergone such reduction

of its value as renders it probable that it does not constitute a full

security for the claim to which the property corresporded when the

right of compensation came into existence, the compensation is te be

deposited with the Local-Authorities and concerning the distribution

and payment of the sum and the effect of it shall be valid in applicable

parts what is directed for the case that right of usage er servitude

is given according to the law of expropriation.

If a less in a claim referred to in the first part or this para

graph has arisen as a result of there having been no deposition the

holder 0f the claim is to receive compensation frem the Crown fer the

loss in exchange for a sum written off the document ef claim. The same

is to be applicable when a loss has been caused to the owner of the

claim by the fact that the compensation has been calculated too low and

the same as a result of an agreement between the Crown and the person

entitled to compensation or for some other reason has not been tried by
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5.
I~a court. In the last-mentioned case a suit for compensation is to

be opened in the Court of Expropriation.

§ 12

In a case that according to this law is to be heard in the Court

of Expropriation the regulations for the court and the legal procedure

in expropriation cases are to be valid in applicable parts. The Crown

is to pay the costs for the case arisen on both parties, if the court

does not find it reasonable to decide otherwise, considering the

circumstances.

§ 13

The Director General of the Central Office and of the Museum of

National Antiquities shall imme~diately inform the registration

official when the question has arisen of making a bUilding a Historic

Building and also when by a legally valid decision a building has been

made a Historic Building an application for it has been rejected or a

decision concerning it has been annulled.

As soon as posGible after receiving an information on the day of

the registration the registration official shall make a note of it in

the book of real estate.

On appeal etc.

§ 14

The person affected by the decision of the Director General of

the Central Office and of the Museum of National Antiquities or the

Local-Authorities in accordance with this law, may apply for an

amendment in it by appeals to the King, which are to be sent to the

Board of Education.

A decision made in accordance with the first or seventh para

graph is to be observed unimpeded by a pursued appeal.

§ 1 5

Tf the preservation of a building as a Historic BUilding proves

to be unnecessary or to cause unreasonable expenditure, the Directer

General of the Central Office and of the Museum of National Antiquities

\
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6.

shall decree that it is not to remain a Historic Building.

J 16

The King may annul a decisien to make a building a Historic

Building or modify protective regulations caused by the decisien:
if the accomplishment of a town plan or a building plan is

impeded;
if an object is impeded for which expropriation of the building

or the surrounding area has been granted; or
if otherwise an enterprise of great public or private use is

prevented or considerably complicated.

Regulations for penalty etc.

§ 17

A person, who despite issued protective regulations demolishes or

otherwise destroys a Historic Building or changes it without permission

stated in the third paragraph or breaks a prohibition issued in

accordance with the seventh paragraph is to be punished in the form

of a fine.

: 18

If a Historic Building has been changed contrary to a regulation

issued in accordance with this law, and if the alteration can be

restored, the Local-Authorities, on request by the Director General of

the Central Ofiice and of the Museum of National Antiquities, has to

order the owner to adopt measures for the restoration, under pain of

a fine.

The chief executory official may grant assistance in inter

rupting the demolition of a Historic Building or in restoring it or if

assistance is otherwise required for the obedience to this law.

Application for assistance may be made by the Director General of the

Central Office and of the Museum of National Antiquities or the public

prosecutor. If a distrainer requests the loss for the procedure to be

advanced, this may be done out of public funds. As to the rest the
same regulations are applicable as are made for the case referred to

in the 191st paragraph in the law of debt-recovery.
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first of January, 1961.

of the twelfth of June, 1942

and historically remarkable

§ 19

Access to a building that has been proclaimed a Historic Building

or concerning which the question of such a proclamation has arisen,

must not be refused the authority charged with the applicatiun of this

law. Such an authority is also entitled to make such examinations of

the bUilding as are found necessary for the application of the law.

Special regulations.

~ 20

What is stated in this law about the owner of the building, shall

apply to the holder, when the building is held as an entailed estate or

with perpetual right of possession.

§ 21

Further regulations for the application of this law will be

issued by the King.

This law will gain force on the

\~'r, By this law is repealed the law
~'~nr 354), on protection of culturally

~uildings.

',\ As to a building for which protective regulations have been

issued in accordance with the previous law, that law shall be valid

until by a legal decision the bUilding has been made a Historic

Building in accordance with the new law. The question of announcement

of such a proclamation is to be considered by the Director General of

the Central Office and of the Museum of National Antiquities without

request.

The previous law is to be valid in regard to prohibitions issued

in accordance with the twelfth paragraph in the law referred to.

( Det alla Herman Kling.)

v
Nr 691

The Government's promulgation

with further regulations as to the application of Historic Buildings Act
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8.
issued at the Royal Palace of Stockholm on the ninth of December, 1960.

(Kungl. Maj:t som foljer)

§ 1

In a matter of making a building a Historic Building the Director

General of the Central Office and of the Museum of National Antiquities

shall obtain information from the board of works, providing the applica

tion in question is not wholly unjustified. If the building is situated

in Stockholm, the City inspector of Antiquities is also to be heard.

The Director General of the Central Office and of the Museum of

National Antiquities shall when applying the Historic Buildings Act

consult the Board of Building in questions of general signifiance for

the building system of the country, and the Nordic Museum in matters
~~~

of igportance for the knowledge of the old architecture of the country.

When appropriate should also be consulted other authorities and unions,
c

whese activities conpern the care of cultural monuments.

§ 2

Te an application for permission to alter a Historic Building

contrary to issued protective regulations shall be attached a design

and a desc~iption of the work, showing the kind and extent of the

piece of work referred to in the application.

The County architect (l~nsarkitekten) and the Regional inspector

of Antiquities (landsantikvarien) should carefully fo11ow enterprices

intended for the alteration of a Historic Building.

§ 3

When the question of compensation arises, which is mentioned

in the fifth paragraph in the Historic Buildings Act, it is the duty

of the Director General of the Central Office and of the Museum of

National Antiquities on behalf of the Crown to endeavour to bring

about a voluntary agreement with the owner on question concerning the

size of the compensation.

§ 4

If a property is held as an entailed estate, the amount of

compensation due to the owner of the property according to the fifth

paragraph of the Historic BUildings Act, shall be withheld by the

Local-Authorities, although such reduction of it shall not be made as
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9.
intended in the enacting in the first part of the eleventh para-

graph in the Act referred to, until provision had been made for

the manner of dealing with it.

§ 5

When the Director General of the Central Office and of the Museum

of National Antiquities finds it reasonable and the owner consents, a

Historic Building shall be provided, by the Director General of the

Central Office of National Antiquities and at the cost of the C~own,

with a notice that the building is protected according to the Historic

Buildings Act.

§ 6

The Director General of the Central Office and of the Museum of

National Antiquities shall keep a record of Historic Buildings con

taining information on the place where the Historic Building is

situated as well as of the kind ~f Historic Building.

A list of the Historic Buildings in the country should be

published at least every five years through the Director General of

the Central Office and (,f the Museum of National Antiqutties.

§ 7

Within a week of the communication of the decision a copy of the

decision of the Director General of the Central Office and of-the

Museum 0f National Antiquities in a matter ef a Historic Building

shall be sent to - besides the applicant - the owner of the property,

the owner of an adjoining area affected by the issued protective

regulations, Regional inspector of antiquities, the county architect

and the board of works. If the builoing is situated in Stockholm, a

copy of the decision shall also be sent to the City inspector of

AntiqUities within the same time.

§ 8

As to a building for which protective regulations have been

issued according to the law of the twelfth of June 1942 on protection

of culturally and historically important buildings, the Director

General of the Central Office and of the Museum of National Antiquities,

before the first of January, 1963, is to have brought up the question
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10.

of whether the building is to be made a Historic Building according

to the Historic Buildings Act.

This edict will obtain legal force on the first ef January, 1961

(net alIa •................Herman Kling)

RI KSANTI KVARI EAM BETET
BYGGN ADSMINNESAVDELNINGEN

~
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